WITNESSES: AGAINST OUR VANISHING

DAVID ARMSTRONG * TOM CHESLEY * DORIT CYPI * PHILIP-LORCA DICORCIA * JANE DICKSON * DARREL ELLIS * ALLEN FRAME * PETER HUJAR * GREER LANKTON * SIÓBHAN LIDDLE * MARK MORRISROE * JAMES NAES * PERICO PASTOR * MARGO PELLETIER * CLARENCE ELIE RIVERA * VITTORIO SCARPATI * JO SHANE * KIKI SMITH * JANET STEIN * STEPHEN TASHJIAN * SHELBURNE THURBER * KEN TISA * DAVID WOJNAROWICZ

UPRISING: Videotapes on the Palestinian Resistance

JEAN CHAMOUN * NORMAN COWIE * AHMED DAMIAN * ZIAD FAHOUM * MONA HATOUN * GEORGES KHLEIFI * RASHID MASHRAWI * MAI MASRI * JAYCE SALLOUM * ELIA SULEIMAN * DAN WALWORTH

PROJECT: BENITO HUERTA

Attempted, Not Known is an installation of new works by this Texas artist, including paintings, works on paper, ceramic objects and a hand-colored book.

Selected by MARILYN A. ZEITLIN

Organized by ELIA SULEIMAN and DAN WALWORTH

Video tapes presenting various aspects of contemporary Palestinian existence, ranging from the culture of exile and class conflict to the question of representation and history.

Organized by NAN GOLDRIN

A group exhibition representing a personal reflection on the influence of AIDS on aesthetics, culture and sexuality among a particular group of artists in Manhattan’s Lower East Side.

EVENING SCREENINGS: NOVEMBER 10 & 11, FRI. & SAT. 8 PM, $4

Selections from the Uprising video program, plus works by Gilles Dinnematin and Amos Gitai.

NOVEMBER 16 TO JANUARY 6 1990